Spring Showers
Finished size is 45” x 66”
This is a strip set quilt made using the Creative Grids
Non-Slip 90º Double -Strip Ruler
Materials List:
24 - 2 1/2” x 42” strips (designer strips)
2 yards background fabric
3 yards backing
1/2 yard binding
54” x 72” quilt batting
the Creative Grids Non-Slip 90º Double -Strip Ruler

Cutting Directions:
1. Using the background fabric
cut 24 - 2 1/2“ x 42”strips.

Sewing Directions:
1. Using a 1/4” seam sew each designer strip to a background strip.
Press to the dark.
Make 24 of these strip sets.
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2. Follow the Creative Grid Non-Slip 90º Double Strip Ruler instructions for cutting
90º quarter-square triangles.
*Helpful hint for cutting the triangles.
Lay the ruler on the fabric as directed in step 2 of Cutting 90º quarter-square triangles
and cut the first three triangles as shown in step 3.
To cut the next three triangles, do not change position of the ruler, but take your
pre-sewn strip you have just cut from, turn it wrong side facing up, line up the ruler
with the edge you just cut the triangles from and cut the next three.
Next cut will be, again not changing position of the ruler, but turn the strip right side
up again and line up ruler with edge you just cut from.

Each strip set will make 4 of each of these triangle units.

3. Sew two opposite triangles from the same triangle set together as shown.
Press.
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Sew two of these blocks together as shown, making 48 units.
Press.
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Sew 2 of these units together to form a pinwheel at
the center of the block.
Press.
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Make a total of 24 blocks.
4. Referring to the illustration, arrange your blocks in six rows of four blocks each,
alternating light and dark sides of the blocks.
Sew the blocks together into rows.
Press.
Sew the rows together.
Press.
5. Layer, quilt, finish, and enjoy Spring Showers!
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